
With included  
T-Stand adapter.

Mounted on microphone 
stand (5/8" thread).

HyperStation QR  
in standing position.

Mounted on the Apex 
Series Keyboard Stand

Two adjustable 
clips for cable 
management. 

To Adjust the angle: 
loosen the arm knob 
and change the angle. 
Then tighten knob at 
desired angle.

Laptop

Figure Knob Figure Knob

Figure ClampLaptop

Securing laptop

Adjusting Arm Angle

Adjusting Arm Length

Adjustable knob 
locks the stand body 
in both folded and 
standing positions.

HyperStation QR Features & Configurations

Support Thumb TurnedTo adjust support 
thumb, pulling out 
and turn.

Secure the laptop 
by rotating the figure 
knob and pushing 
figure clamp over 
laptop, then tighten 
figure knob again to 
lock into place.

Support Thumb Pulled Out

To adjust arms length turn 
the extending knob and pull 

arms out. Turn extending 
knob again to tighten.

Additional HyperStation QR Configurations

Hyperstation qr
LPT-1000 qr, 17510

Hypermount qr
HYM-100 QR, 17511
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HyperStation QR expanding and collapsing HyperStation QR expanding Configurations

1.  HyperStation QR set 
up with adjustable tray.

5.  Loosen the arms and body 
knobs. Pull arms back while 
lowering the body. 

Body KnobBody Knob
Arm Knob

Arm Knob

Extending Knob

Extending Knob

Support 
Thumb

QuickRelease

Second 
Tray

Second 
Tray

Second 
Tray

T-Shape
Adapter

Support 
Arm

2.  Remove or adjust tray by 
lifting up, than pulling out. 

To transform the HyperStation QR into 
any of the four positions pull down 
on the QuickRelease and left. The 
QuickRelease will need to be added 
to the mic and keyboard stand. The 
included t-shaped adapter is needed 
for the tabletop configuration.

4.  Lengthen both arms by 
losing extending knobs. 
Move support thumb 
forward by pulling out 
and turning.

HyperStation QR  
in standing position.

QuickRelease

QuickRelease

QuickRelease

Add t-stand adapter 
for desktop stand.

Mounted on 
microphone stand 

(5/8" thread).

Mounted on Apex series 
keyboard stand (5/8” thread).3.  Lay tray down on feet 

for collapsing stand.

6.  Screw body knob into base. 
Tighten the arm & extending 
knobs. Slide stand into bag. 


